OM-D E-M5 Mark III

ALL YOU NEED.

B R E A K F R E E.

ALL YOU NEED.

EVERY ASPECT IS

B R E A K F R E E.

TRANSFORMED
I N T O A C O M PA C T &
LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM.

The history of the OM-D series has
hinged on redefining mobility for all
photographers. This unwavering
philosophy comes to life once again
with the OM-D E-M5 Mark III. Compact,
lightweight, and comfortable - made
for roaming the biggest cities to the
smallest villages, and even the most
remote destinations on Earth.

COMPACT. LIGHTWEIGHT.
EXHILARATING.
Roam the planet with a camera
system that never gets in your
way and frees you to enjoy every
moment of every adventure.

AUTOFOCUS

5-AXIS IMAGE STABILIZATION

PRO TECHNOLOGY

As fast as it is accurate.
Capture the most challenging
shots with our proven
autofocus technology.

Less gear. Greater freedom. Just one
of the benefits of shooting with our
powerful image stabilization system.

Advanced features at your fingertips ensure your photos
and videos are bright, sharp, and beautifully detailed.
WI-FI AND BLUETOOTH
Wirelessly connect the camera to your smart
device via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Use the free OI.Share
app to easily transfer images to your phone for
sharing on-the-go.

LONG EXPOSURE MODES
Live Composite Mode records and composites multiple
images shot at the same shutter speed, balancing the
exposure. Live Bulb and Live Time allow you to choose the
mode that perfectly fits the scene.

WORLD-LEADING PORTABILITY

121-POINT ALL-CROSS TYPE ON-CHIP PHASE DETECTION AF

5-AXIS IMAGE STABILIZATION

50MP HIGH RES SHOT

Each and every part on the E-M5 Mark III has been
miniaturized, resulting in an extremely compact and
lightweight system delivering superb mobility. As part of the
world’s most portable camera system, it’s 55% smaller and
64% lighter than leading full-frame mirrorless cameras.

The heart of our technologically advanced system is 121-point all-cross
type on-chip Phase and Contrast Detection AF. Each AF point is crosstype for reliable vertical and horizontal tracking. It covers the 75% of the
angle of view vertically and 80% horizontally for high-precision focusing of
fast-moving subjects across a wide range.

The E-M5 Mark III features 5-Axis in-body Image
Stabilization delivering an astounding 5.5 shutter
speed steps of compensation*. The TruePic™
VIII image processor precisely controls the IS unit
allowing you to capture crisp telephoto images,
clear low-light shots, and smooth 4K video –
all handheld.

Tripod High Res Shot Mode captures stunning 50MP
photos. The image sensor automatically moves in 0.5 pixel
increments while taking 8 shots in under a second. The shots
are automatically merged together to create one incredibly
detailed super-high resolution image.

*Up to 6.5 shutter speed steps of compensation
with Sync IS.

HANDHELD 4K MOVIES

LARGE, HIGH-DEFINITION VIEWFINDER
The E-M5 Mark III features a 2.36 million dot OLED viewfinder with a
high contrast display that delivers vivid colors. A long eye point has
been designed for easy viewing, even when wearing glasses.

WEATHERSEALED CONSTRUCTION
The E-M5 Mark III features a dustproof, splashproof
and freezeproof design that can be used for shooting in
punishing environments. You can keep your focus where
it belongs: on your subject instead of the weather.

Just hold the camera in your hand to shoot clear, crisp,
smooth 4K video. Go anywhere and capture high-quality
video — even in low light settings.

AF TARGETING MODES
Accurately capturing your subject is easier with one of six AF Targeting
Modes. Group 5-Point tracks moving subjects grouped together closely.
Group 9-Point is for moving objects, like an airplane. Group 25-Point
focuses on smaller moving subjects, like a flying bird.

GREATER RANGE OF MOTION
The E-M5 Mark III’s image sensor, compact image stabilization unit, and large lens
mount all work together to allow the image sensor greater range of motion. This
provides for more effective image stabilization performance, ensuring sharp handheld
shots on-the-go.

30FPS SEQUENTIAL SHOOTING
The E-M5 Mark III gives you highly precise tracking
no matter the scene. Our advanced Tracking AF
Mode lets you simultaneously shoot and focus on a
specific subject. Use Center Priority/Center Start in
C-AF to track subjects with consistent movement
or rapidly moving subjects.

HIGH IMAGE QUALITY

PRO CAPTURE

The 20MP Live MOS Sensor pairs with the TruePic™ VIII Image Processor, 5-Axis IS,
and M.Zuiko lenses to provide the E-M5 Mark III’s exceptional image quality, even in
low light settings.

Pro Capture Mode starts buffering a running series of 20MP images when you press the shutter button
halfway. Then, when the shutter is fully pressed, up to 14 frames are retroactively recorded. It’s perfect for
capturing split-second moments with ease.

CUSTOMIZE
We built it, but make it yours. Customize your settings or create a system of lenses
and accessories just for you.

M.ZUIKO LENSES
The E-M5 Mark III works best with our world-class M.Zuiko lenses. There’s an M.Zuiko lens for every
shooting situation, so as your interest in photography grows, our lenses will keep up.
EXTERNAL GRIP
ECG-5
This grip is designed to
help you get a tighter
hold on the camera and
features a convenient
shutter release and
control dial.

USB CHARGING
Power up your camera’s
battery (when not in use)
with a USB cable for
convenient on-the-go
charging. Draw power
from any outlet or
portable power pack.

OM-D E-M5 MARK III SPECIFICATIONS
Sensor Effective Resolution / Type

20.4 Megapixel Live MOS

Processor

TruePic™ VIII Quad Core Processor

Focusing System

Dual F.A.S.T. AF (Contrast & Phase Detection AF) 121-Point
(All-Cross Type) On-Chip Phase Detection

Image Stabilization System

5-Axis Image Stabilization with up to 5.5 Shutter Speeds Steps of Compensation and up
to 6.5 Shutter Speed Steps Compensation with SyncIS

Viewfinder

2.36M dot OLED Electronic Viewfinder

Rear Monitor

3.0" Vari-Angle Touch LCD

Weathersealed

Dust, Splash and Freezeproof

Sequential Shooting Speed

10fps [H] mode 6fps [L] mode mechanical shutter 30fps [H] mode 10fps [L] mode silent
electronic shutter

Special Features

50MP Tripod High Res Shot, Cinema 4K Video, 30fps Silent Electronic Shutter, Pro Capture,
Focus Bracketing & Focus Stacking, 1/8000 Sec. High Speed Mechanical Shutter,
Wi-Fi & Bluetooth
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